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Abstract

A neutron time-of-flight spectrometer with 2 m flight path for

diagnostics of deuterium plasmas in JET is presently under construction.

An upgrade of this spectrometer to make it appropriate for 14-MeV neutron

spectroscopy is presented here. It is suggested to use backscattering

in a deuterium based scintillator. The flight path length is 1-2 m and the
-5 ~2efficiency is of the order of 2*10 cm . Results from test of principle

are presented with estimates for neutron and gamma background?.



1. Introduction

For diagnostics of fusion plasmas in large tokamaks e.g. JET,

several techniques for neutron flux and energy measurements have been

proposed and some are equipments under construction Ref. [1-3].

One of the spectrometers is based on time-of-flight measurement of

neutron interaction with two hydrogen based scintillation detectors, see

e.g. Ref. [3,4] . The 2,5 MeV neutron spectrometer is designed to have a

resolution equal to 4Z (appropriate for ion temperatures T.>1.5 keV) using
—4 -2 1

a flight path of 2 m and the efficiency ? 1*10 cm . It was found in

Ref. £5j that the required flight path for 14 MeV neutrons is approximately

> 4 m. Such a long flight path would be impractical due to requirements of

large shieldings etc, and would also result in low efficiency (» 10 cm ).

The energy resolution of the time-of-flight system is given by Ref. (.6J

as

dE/E - [ ( dV + <d£ > + (dT ' v
n'> J ' -H <!)'•

where £ is the length of the flight path, cJÄ. and dl- are related to the

thickness of the scintillators, dx is the timing resolution including

geometry effects and v' is the scattered neutron velocity. In case of

(n,p) elastic scattering the velocity is given in the classical approximation

by

v' • cost® • v (2)

where v is the unscattertd neutron velocity, °nd (p is the scattering angle,n
From eqs. (1) and (2) it is seen that the energy resolution is deteriorating

at high energies. This can be compensated by a larger flight path, at the

expense however, of reduced efficiency.

However, instead of a hydrogen rich first scintillator a deuterium

based one can be used and by making use of the backseattered neutrons»

the length of the flight path can be reduced significantly. In Sec. 2 we

outline the kinematics of (n,d) elastic scattering in some detail and in

S<?c. 3 the results from a test of ptinciple are presented. Application

to JET conditions is discussed in Sec. 4.



2. Kinematics

For neutron elastic scattering the relation between the energy or the

neutron before scattering,E and after,E' is given in the non relativistic

approximation in the laboratory system by

En " E
n U L A" ~ 1J + co8-u>J"*+ cos »pJ*/(A + I) 4 (3)

see Ref. [ 7 ] where A is the atomic number of the scattering nucleus. From

eq. (3) the equality

AE'/E' •= AE /E (4)
n n n

holds, which implies that e.g. a relative peak width in the scattered neutron

spectra corresponds to the same relative width in the original spectra.

Improvement in the energy resolution given by eq. (1) is obtained by arranging

the geometry so that vf and the timing resolution (dT) can be kept small. In

case of (n,p) elastic scattering it might appear attractive to increase the

scattering angle yielding a smaller v1 (eq.(2)). However differentiating

eq.(3) with respect to the scattering angle <p gives:

i d En / En' " I 2 «--an<«P>\<*Pl (5)

From this follows that the finite dimensions of the scatter piece would

contribute to the spectral peak width through ckp at large scattering angles.

For A > 1 the maximum energy transfer to the recoil partible, and consequently

the largest reduction in neutron velocity, occurs for A * 2 and for back-

scattered neutrons. The contribution to the width of the measured spectra

due to finite values of dtp, goes to zero for backscattered neutrons.

Thus, it would be an advantage to use deuterium based scintillators (e.g.

NE 230 and NE 232) see Ref.[8,9,10,1]}, particularly for neutrons with high

energies. An outline of such a spectrometer is shown in Fig.l.



3. Laboratory Test

A pilot test has been performed under simple geometry conditions,

with a deuteiated scintillator (2.5 x 3.8 <|>cm ), a hydrogen liquid
2

scintillator (5 x 10 <J>cm ) and a flight path distance equal to £0.1 m.

A neutron generator, described in Ref. [l2j was used as the neutron source

both for 2.5 and 14 MeV neutrons. Dispersion of the neutron energy was

found to be less than 32. Time of flight spectra are shown for 2.5 and

14 MeV neutrons in Fig. 2. Approximately 30 cm thick shielding of

polyboron was used between the neutron source and the liquid scintillator.

Due to the simple geometry conditions the test result does not show the

time resolution capability of a system, like this.



4. Application to JET

A 2.5 HeV version of the time of flight spectrometer is under construction

and scheduled to be installed in 1984 together with electronics,data

acquisition and analyzing codes. It is therefore worth vhile outlining a

backscattering version aimed for measurement during the D-T phase of JET.

A.I Energy Resolution

During the D-T phase of operation the central ion temperatures will

be upwards from several keV. The spectrometer is designed for ion temperature

measurement of minimum 5 keV. The expected timing resolution is equal to 1.0

ns for scintillator thickness equal to dJL" d£? • 1.6 cm. This was found

in the pilot experiments with the forward scattering spectrometer. From

eq. (1) and the relation between the ion temperature and neutron spectrum

width Ref. [l3j we conclude that the flight path should be 2.0 m to give an

energy resolution equal to 2.8% (T. £ 5 keV).

**2 Efficiency and Count Rates

The estimated total neutron emission in the MeV energy range is from
15 19

10 to 10 n/s. The spectrometer should be located just outside the main

shielding wall, and some 20 m from the torus. Approximately 1% of the source

volume would be viewed through a 2 re long collimator. This gives a flux

in the collimator equal to about 2*10~ times the total emission. The

second detector will be the same as the one under construction with
2

12 scintillators (2.5x10.0 rfcm ). Using the known differential cross-section

in the lab system the count rates will be as shown in table 1. The estimated

efficiency is »2»10~ cm" of scintillator area of the first detector.

It should be noted that for the values given in table 1 both the scintillator

and the collimator areas have been taken into account.

4.3. Background radiation

One of the major concern with the use of collimated spectrometers to

view extended sources is associated with the background radiation level.

In a two coincidance system the random coincidence N_ can be estimated

from the relation



No • 2 ' d T * Nl • NR < Nsyst

where N and N, are the total count rates in the two detectors,
o 1

dT is the tine window of the coincidence and Ns is the useful system

count rate- Random coincidances must not exceed the system count rate.

The pulse height window of interest for the first detector is

11.5-13.5 MeV neutron energy which corresponds to photon energies from

5.25 to 6.25 MeV in a NE 230 or NE 232 scintillator Ref. $.9,10,117.

Corresponding neutron energy window in the second detector is approximately

0.5-1.6 MeV. Making usa of both upper and lower discriminator levels in

the two detectors some reduction of the random coincidances will be possible.

This is planned for the 2.4-MeV spectrometer under construction and the

experience, gained during the D-D operation phase, will be used to

reduce the background. Some efforts to calculate the background

level for a similar case have been marfe in Ref. [l4J . In this estimate

the penetration hole has a diameter equal to 10 cm. For a total neutron
19emission of 10 n/s the background flux of neutrons was estimated to

5 27.8*10 n/(cm »s) at the position of the second detector. Scaling the

background with appropriate values for total emission and collimator area
2 2gives a maximum background of 5'10 n/(cm «s). Eq. (6)gives a maximum

3 2tolerable background level of about 2»10 n/(cm «s) in the MeV range.

Although this is a promising result, it is clear that all estimates of

background levels are associated with large uncertainties until access to

results from the deuterium operation phase is available.

5. Conclusions

An upgrade version of a cime-of-flight spectrometer appropriate for

14-MeV neutrons hag been considered. With respect to energy resolution

and signal to background ratio we report promising findings. From the

kinematics of (n,d) elastic scattering and from efficiency considerations

it is shown that backscattering is the most favourable direction for time

of flight measurements.

Results from a preliminary test, performed under simplified conditions,

are reported and this shows distinct time peaks for both 2,5 and 14 MeV

neutrons. A spectrometer suited for JET with the- major parts of the

equipment taken from the spectrometer under construction, is outlined. The

proposed spectrometer has a resolution of 3%, a 1.3-2.0 o flight path and an
— S — 7

efficiency equal to 2»10 cm .
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Table 1. Estimated count rates in different parts of the system and background requirements are

shown. For the calculations of the maximum tolerable background use of pulse height

discrimination in the first detector has been made (reduction by a factor of 10) while

no upper discrimination level is assumed for the second detector.

Emission

(n/s)

5..1015

5-1016

io17

xo18

1019

Approx.

1\(keV)

2

3

4

6

10

First det.

c.p.s.

3«105

5.1Ö6

5«105

5.106

5.106

System

c.p.s.

200

2«103

2.102

2-103

2 »10

Background

Max tolerable
n/(cn>2's)

2.103

2«103

2.103

2>103

2.103

Estimated
background
n/(cm2*s)

2.102

5-102

5»10l

5«102

1.102

Collimator
area

(cm2)

10

10

0.5

0.5

0.01

_5 2
Efficiency • 2 »10 /cm .
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. A time-of-flight spectrometer based on (n.d) backscattering

is shown with a flight path equal to 2m, efficiency 2.10 c
and energy resolution for 14 MeV neutrons equal to = 3Z

Fig.2. Results from a pilot test of backscattered neutrons are shown.

Length of the flight path is 10cm and the detector dimensions
2 2

are (2.5 »3.8 <£cm ) and (5*10 $em ) for the deuterium and
hydrogen based scintillators respectively.
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